COMMENTARY ON RIP OFF REPORT
An anonymous complaint on Rip Off report posted in 2008 and re -posted in a vindictive,
vicious manner to continue harassment is strongly suggested to have been posted by Karl Hindle,
originally a British citizen from the United Kingdom band from an ability to travel to the United
States
by the US State Department, officer Barbara Grieg (Refer to Hindle's rant against Barbara Grieg
on his Blog - “The Reagan Wing”).
Hindle has major grievances with many people with whom he has real or imagined grievances.
Hindle vents his rages in as public as possible a forum. Gathering a following to seemingly cheer
him on........Angela – a mother whose children were abducted from Europe found Hindle when
he was posing as an advocate for abducted children. There are spirited arguments between
Angela and Hindle as they seem to have actually had some period of engagement as client and
advocate. Peter Senese, an author whose son was abducted to parts unknown appears to have
been a subject of Hindle's vitriol and defamation. It appears that they knew each other as well re:
Hindle's possible role as an advocate for abducted children.
The Foundation became aware of Karl Hindle as he requested assistance in gaining access to a
court in Florida where a custody hearing was to be held dealing with Hindle's desire to gain
visitation with a child for which he was the biological father. The American mother whom
herself came under attack in his one of many blogs, fled to the United States. Hindle reported to
the Foundation that he feared for the child's safety and posted a lurid story of frightening events
that might befall this child if he was not to attend this hearing. The Foundation's help was
requested simply to gain entrance to the US for a period of about four days, during which he
would fly to Florida for the hearing of one day and then return to fly back to the UK. Upon
verification of Hindle's story through his attorneys in Florida we agreed to assist him in
requesting that the United State's State Department allow a very limited time for US presence to
attend a court appearance, in part to clear is name. The Foundation procured such permission for
a period of approximately one week.

Hindle's account of his trip to New York in his Emily Rose Hindle Blog (attached ) &” Thoughts
on Jill Jones – Soderman”, his sponsor to New York on his way to Florida, reports a very
different story than his account on Rip off Report, though details noted in both reports are eerily
similar.

Karl Hindle spent approximately three days in New York on his way to Florida in May of 2008.
Over the partial weekend he spent at the Foundation headquarters Mr. Hindle came into contact
with member of the Foundation Board who happened to have been meeting that weekend. As
part of the Foundation board meetings a speaker is invited who is considered an outstanding
contributor to the
areas of “child protective services”/ judicial fraud. That particular weekend William (Bill) Tower
was present, Bill Tower is the Founder/Director of the well known Foundation – AFRA –
AMERICAN FAMILY RIGHTS ASC. William Tower and his wife joined us from Los Angeles
and was a spell binding, inspiring speaker. The ten Board members and officers of the
Foundation and guests gathered to meet with Bill tower and his wife, a law student, had dinner
and a genial evening. Bill and his wife returned to Los Angeles on that Sun.. Karl Hindle went
off to Florida to the hearing scheduled.
Karl Hindle returned to New York following the hearing that cleared his name of false charges
leveled against him, but he did not procure any visitation rights and was to return to the UK. Karl
Hindle met the woman who would become his wife and pave the way for him to become an
American citizen, be able to work in the US, establish a writing and internet business while he
was traveling to the US from the UK.
Neither staff from the Foundation nor Jill Jones-Soderman ever met Karl Hindle again, though
we did become aware that Hindle attempted to gain access to the Foundation offices in New
York from the police Jill Jones-Soderman was in Tennessee working.
Our last awareness of Hindle was when we became aware that he was posting pictures of himself
on the web site of the Foundation listing himself as the Founder and Director of the Child
Victims of the Family Courts, a Not for Profit Foundation, belonging to Jill Jones-Soderman.
Hindle's actions took on proportions of IDENTITY FRAUD. In order to remove Hindle from the
grip on the Foundation attorney Martin Asatrian, Esq. had to be hired to file a Federal law suit
against Hindle, as at that time he was a UK citizen. The Federal law suit was successful; Hindle
had to remove his image and claims from all intellectual property related to the Foundation.
Following Hindle's removal from the Foundation in all possible ways his personal attacks on Jill
Jones-Soderman through Rip Off report again, replete with a fictional crew of anonymous
characters who inhabited locations where the foundation never happened to have dealt with
clients

